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ABSTRACT

The equations for gravitational perturbation in the NUT-de Sitter

spacetime are obtained. Using these equations, some preliminary calcula-

tions have been made with a view to constructing the retarded Green

functions. Then with the help of the retarded Green functions, the

radiative Green functions have been constructed. With the aid of these

radiative Green functions, the reaction force on a particle is computed

and this reaction force i» then shown to account correctly for the energy

and the angular momentum carried away by gravitational radiation to Infinity

and to the horizon.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the recent years there has been progress In treating the back

influence of the emission of gravitational radiation on the slow motion,

weak field sources, such a binary star sources -Gal'tsov has studied this

problem in a strong background of the Kerr black hole which is asymptotically

flat. In the present paper, we would like to study the problem in the case

of a NUT-de Sitter spacetime which Includes the black hole solution* which

are asymptotically de Sitter Instead of asymptotically flat. The simplest

of these solutions is the Schwarzschild-de Sitter .

To this end we obtain at first the equations for gravitational perturba-

tions in the NUT-de Sitter spacetime. Using these equations, we make some

preliminary calculations. We then construct the retarded Green functions in

a suitable form for constructing the radiative Green functions. With the

aid of these radiative Green functions, we calculate the reaction force on a

particle and this reaction force is then shown to account correctly for the

energy and the angular momentum carried away by radiation to infinity and to
i

the horizon,

2. PRELIMINARIES

A class of solutions to the Einstein-Haxwell equations, which includes

general vacuum, type D spaeetlme with a possible cosmological constant and

some electromagnetic parameters, has been studied in detail by Plebanski .

From the physical point of view, the most important special class of the

Plebanski solution is given by

ds2 - (r2 + p2)Jd6 + sinZ6 drZ

- Y (dt - 2p cose d#) ,
(Id)
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where p is an arbitrary constant. Besides the cosmologtcal constant A,

the metric (I) contains the mass parameter m, the NUT parameter n, the

electromagnetic parameter e and g. In the case p # 0 and e + ig • 0,

the solution (l) is the NUT solution generalized by the presence of the

cosmological constant A which Is usually called the NUT-de Sitter solution.

Further in the case p - 0, the solution is the Schvarzschlld-de Sitter black

hole solution . The surface Y • 0 corresponds to a horizon.

In a recent paper (hereafter this paper will be referred to as Part I)

Ahmed and DoIan obtained the equations for gravitational perturbations In

the Plebanski spacetime. In the NUT-de Sitter spacetime limit, the equations

for gravitational perturbation in the Plebanski spacetime reduce to the

equations for gravitational perturbation In the HUT-de Sitter spacetime.

For the suitable form of our problem, we replace the Riccl tensor tern In the

equations as obtained from Part I by the energy-momentum tensor through

Einstein field equations and write

- (l/Y) 3+ + (r2/Y) 3 t + (2r/ </ - 3t - o , (z)

where 3 £ / is the wave operator and 9* and o are the wave function and

the spin coefficient respectively, and •/^g » r + cos 8 .

He write the source term in the operator form as

(3 )

2n - z* z'1 [1/ JT S\ z* z-24

Z2(t©m + HI® O - £ \ l^l Z'X 1(2)1
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1 - Z~4 Z'1 Fl/2 Jl Y (^1 Z
4 Z'2/^

>
1 + yf x Z

A Z2J§\

- E2(n « m + m » n) + / Z * f Z I nQn

zzZ - r 2 + cos (4 )

where t, n, m and a are Klnnersley tetrad and a dot means a contraction

over tensor indices and the symbol. + corresponds to the change 9. •* -3

and 3 •+ -3 . The operators f , and Jf , are defined as

2(r-icosfl)sine
jf - JT + cote fr| + m' cote

, - -a + i
n' 3r Y

al + n" (5)

here and hereafter dot over means differentiation with respect to the argument.

In the case sT • 0, the radial decoupled equation results from (2) as

Y S + 1 Y/6 -

+ Y'1 (a + uir2) (a + urZ + 1SY)-A| R(r) - 0 (

where a and (u are arbitrary constant and A Is a separation constant.

With the definition

dr* - f(r2 dr .

where

Eq.(6) bBcomes

fi(r) - Y" s / 2 (r2

1 « O/ID

d2
x/dr*

2 + sVsx - O . (7)



where the effective potential satisfies gV • _gV . We take the asymptotic

form of the potential

w(urf2isr), r* -»- (r + « ),

2 2 *
k K 1-lsY

, t •* — (r •• — ) , K - —= ,
* 2kmr+

(8)

where r + Is the larger positive root of Y • 0. Then we parametrize the

two independent radial solutions as

c>Y-./2.ikr*

(,-l/2 r- V o,r

(9)

The notation 'in' and 'up' follows from Chrzanoski . His complex conjugate
solutions 8 X ° U t - . s X i n and s X d o W n - . s X U P will also be used. The
complex coefficients as> Ps, * a , ea , ^ a n d v^ a r e s u b ject to the follow-
ing relational

(10a)

-2s

(10b)
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where

with

4 " [{ "2 [<Q-»2

P - [q2 + uta +

0 - sE - u(2a + f

.1 /2

O/2
, +

1/2

t2imu (11)

and E i s the angular eigenvalue.

The re lat ions given by (10a) cons is t s of the Wronskian re la t ions .

Equating the asymptotic values of the Wronskian re lat ions W( g X
i n . xUp).

W( 1 " U P ) ( i n 1") (1 " i n 1")W( . X l n . X U p ) and W( x *", X 1 " ) . we obtain the relations (10a). For

obtaining the relations given by (10b) we Impose the conditions

SUsR " -sR ( 1 2 a )

on the independent 'in' and 'up' solutions when the operators of spin weight

inversion _ U are given explicitly by

(12b)

The corresponding relations for 'out' and 'down' radial functions will be

followed from the definitions °ut X l n and i
. 9

ta
i "p We

also use the asymptotic relation valid as r •+ « ,

(13)

for obtaining the relations (10b). The remaining free parameters in (9) will

be chosen later to obtain the desired Green functions.

3. RETARDED GREEN FUNCTIONS

With these preliminaries completed, we now turn to construct the

factorIzed retarded Green function. We denote by F the field perturba-

tions. According to the conjecture of the factorized Green functions, any
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field perturbation P may be calculated with the help of the formula

r

sP(x) - s
G r e t < * . *') ' 3J(x") //-g(x')' d V , (14)

where the retarded Green functions has the factorlzed form

©

.-£<«> ')B(r-r') j
(15)

where 6 Is some normalization constant and p^ « t\ Is the heliclty

Index- Now the determination of the expansion modes p is crucial for
0 7 8

obtaining the retarded Green functions. There are several ways ' for

handling the problem. A simpler way consists in using the Hermitian

conjugate projectors.

We define the scalar product of the tensor-valued functions f(x) and

• (x) of equal rank as

(f, •) - *(x) S (16)

where the dot is for contraction over the tensor Indices. For every tensor

operator H taking the n-index field * into the k-Index field H*, the

Hermitian conjugate H* Is defined as

(f, (H*f. •) (17)

H acts on the space of k-index tensors taki

The Hermitian conjugates to the operators

l-m1

* - -l"1

them into n-index ones,

are

(18)

We now introduce the mode projectors n which can be obtained from

given by (3) with 3t replaced by -iui and 3. by ia . By the

act in the space of s-rank tensors

taking them into scalars. We Chen use these operators to construct the

modes p out of the scalar expansion modes, the proposed expression

being °

definition (3) the operators n

-7-

s P po " T po *a
-iwt

(19)

where

and

ss(e) e
1 0" . t

and P Is the operator of space Inversion.

and the conjugation rules for verifying j

We may use the relation (4)

In Eq.(15) being given by

Once the field perturbation SP are found, the reconstruction of the Weyl

scalars st " S
H • s

p *3 greatly faclllted by use of the following repre-

sentation for the projectors H:

2 (-2

2< *
( 2 n

(20)

( n )* •( n )where the inverse operators are defined as ( n )* •( n ) - 1. We note that

the Weyl scalar s+ can be obtained with the aid of Eq.(20) in two different

ways corresponding to the outgoing and ingoing gauges. The following

relations are important for establishing that both gauges actually give the

sane result:

p0

(22)

We combine Eqs.(U). (15), (19) and (20) and then get the expansion with

some numerical factor. For consistency we impose the condition

(23)

Now all of the coefficients are defined except for an overall normalization

constant. For later convenience we make the following choice:
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„ 23/2|s|+3/2s-4 ,

, _ ,3/Zs-l/2s-4
s

With such a normalization all the radial solutions ('In', 'up', 'out' and

•down') in the case gT « 0, satisfy

,R+ - (-1)' 6

(24)

(25)

the symbol + corresponds to the operation {a, u} -» |-o,-u)). Now we are

able to prove the retarded factoriied Green functions so defined are real for

all a. Now we use the relations (21) and (24) and show that In terms of

the quantity

-sSsR

where S is the angular part of the wave function

(IS) nay be represented as

(26)

, the Green functions

4Re
P0

sf
Up(x) 0 sf

out(x')6(r-r')

ftn(x) 0 fdown(xt)e(r'-r)
S 3

(27)

4. RADIATIVE GREEN FUNCTIONS

For calculating the radiation reaction force on a particle, we need

radiative Green function. We can write, because of the reality of the

retarded Green function* (27), the radiative Green functions as

" Ks C r C t ( x ' K l > • sC" t{
(28)

We use the representation (IS) and get

-9-

14 u. ,
-7^7 T n (x) W)
2|u| \ PQ "• "W "a

ft n *U ' ) w
*, pn -a un -s

,R°Ut('-1) + sR
d o W n(r) sR

ln(r')e(r-r'))

sR
o u t(r)

(29)

We define the denormalized radial functions as x'UP " P . X U P alul

s X'
1" - nj 1

 s X
1" • As evident from the asymptotic relation (9), these

radial functions can be connected by the relations

,down

(30)

From the relation (20), along with the relation

(31)

as obtained from the last of Eqs.(lOb), we get for the spin-reflected radial

functions of 'out' and 'down' types.

(32)

For further transformation, with the holp of Eq.(30), we obtain

- s * ' ( r l ) +
 s :

>Up(r)

K.B E.s *aV
l [ sX

< l n(r) - J, . sX
l l n(r) , s X

l

(33)
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On the other hand we obtain

(34)

We eliminate from Eqs.(33) and (34) the terms proportional to

X l l n(r) ; | l n(r') and _a x'
ln(r) _s x'in<r') the condition of

the last relation of (13a) for obtaining

X<Up(r) xlin(r')

X l U P ( r ' ) .

We note that the left-hand side of the relation (35) is invariant under

combined complex conjugation and spin-weight reflex ion a * -s, while on the

right-hand side the arguments r and r1 will be Interchanged. Taking this

syeuetric property into account and using the relations (24), (31) and (32),

we can write the radiative Green functions given by (29) as

r-rad, E
Po

14

Ltl
d

-* P
down, -down,

P (36)

5. RADIATION REACTION

He first write the equations of motion of a neutral particle taking

correct account of Its gravitational field. In accordance with the wave

equation (2), we have

d_
dt (37)

where M i» the mass of the particle, h A v Is the metric perturbation,
hu " Buv d z V' d t l s t h e c o v » r l a n t four-velocity and D/dt - hAVA is the

covariant derivative along the world line of the particle Z|1(-t). The

left-hand side of the equations of motion (37) are just the covariant

derivative of the covariant canonical four-momentum p u with respect to the

background metric. The right-hand side of Eq.(37) describes the action of

-li-

the gravitational field on the particle. So after the re-normaliiatlon on

mass, similar to that in the case of electrodynamics, we get the equations of

motion of the same form with only the radiative part of the gravitational

field present on the right-hand aide. If we now discard the total derivative

terms on the right-hand side of Eq.(37) which do not contribute to the

irreversible losses due to radiation, we can write Eq.(37) as

Dp^/dt - dp^/dt - ̂

f (38)

where the gravitational radiative force is given by

rad I V X rad, u
2fu 2 u u u *\\ '3x

Since the NUT-de Sitter metric does not depend on the coordinates t and

Eq.(38) for u - 1

(39)

U) - (t.
reduces to

frad
|s|fi (40)

In the absence of the radiative force these equations express the conservation

of energy and angular momentum of a particle in the NUT-de Sitter spacetime.

We now consider the energy and angular momentum radiative losses for a large

proper time interval (-T, T ) , T •* «

./dt)dT

*rad.,
(41)

where the integral is taken along the world line of the particle. The

radiative gravitational field may be computed with the help of the formula

oC
rad(x,x') - J( (42)
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where

U V

and the {-function is normallied according to

r

(43)

(44)

We now use the radiation Green function given by (36) for obtaining the

radiative losses in the case of gravitational radiation:

,2

Erad
po

+ K e down
(45)

Two terms in Eq.(45) can be easily Identified with the energy and angular

monentun losses carried away by the radiation gravitational fields to Infinity

and to the horizon respectively. Indeed, using the expression for radiation

fluxes in the NP formalism and applying the retarded Green function (15), for

the desired quantities at infinity we get

(46)

and at the horizon

po

X
Me coopare Eqs.(46) and (47) with Ed.. (45) and have

prad A

(47)

(48)

The expression (48) states that the radiation losses computed locally due

to the radiation reaction are actually identical with the corresponding

quantities associated with the radiation fields in two wave zones at infinity

and at the horizon. In the Schwarzschild-de Sitter limit, the result

obtained In this paper will go for the Schwarzschild-de Sitter black hole.

-13-

6.

In this study, we observe that the effect of the back action of gravita-

tional radiation in a strong background such as the Kerr black hole which is

asymptotically flat, is the sane as the effect of the gravitational radiation

reaction in the NUT-de Sitter spacetime such as the Schwarzschild-de Sitter

black hole which is asymptotically de Sitter instead of asymptotically flat.
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